Text Mining with CoRS – a Compound Research System
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Recent Developments
Searching for interacting compounds for a given protein and vice versa can be
an elaborative task. Compounds in Literature (CIL) [1] is a web service
searching proteins co-occuring with a given compound identifier in all PubMed
abstracts. If non-scientific compound names do not exist, similar compounds are
identified by structural descriptors for chemical molecules [2].
While CIL has a compound-centric view, the recently published system ProteinLiterature Investigation for Interacting Compounds (prolific) [3] searches cooccurrences of compounds with a given protein and similar sequences. An
example search for the dopamine receptor with prolific is shown in figure 1.
Results are displayed as heat map to facilitate the selection on pairs of
biomolecules and related PubMed abstracts. A large number indicates a wellknown relationship. It is possible to restrict results to compound-protein pairs in
one sentence. Furthermore, a preliminary step for the characterisation of
relationships is to filter the results for sentences with biomolecules enclosing
curated 'relationship' verbs or GO terms [4].

Fig. 1: prolific heat map: Search for co-occurring compounds with the
dopamine receptor as well as for similar proteins.
The boxes in different colours show the amount of abstracts containing the
compound and the protein name. The compounds are ranked by row sum. The
database identifiers for PubChem and UniProt are given in parentheses.

Future Prospects

Fig. 2: This is a first draft of the CoRS interface. It will work as a browser plugin and provide an
activity-sidebar. Any biomolecule in the text will be highlighted.
In the blue box, two different compounds, the protein cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), and the
'relationship' verb block are identified. To increase tagging quality and find new relationships,
CoRS will support a curation interface for the user as illustrated in the green box.
Furthermore, possible features will be structure depiction by 'mouse over' or directly starting
searches in CIL and prolific.

The CoRS web project will support the screening of scientific
articles to extract information about interactions of biomolecules
like compounds and proteins. Its interface will be implemented as a
browser plugin to assist the researcher in studying compoundprotein relationships in any kind of browser text by highlighting
biomolecules. Furthermore, the user can annotate newly identified
interactions while studying a number of abstracts. The tagging of
compounds and proteins will be supported by well-known web
services and programmes such as OSCAR [5] or Whatizit [6]. A
first draft of the web interface is shown in figure 2.
The back end of the CoRS web project will be trained to identify
phrases including relationship-verbs, -nouns, -bigrams, or -phrases
connected to all found biomolecules. Different machine learning
algorithms will be investigated for their usability in this natural
language processing tasks such as Bayesian classifiers and
random forests [7].
The classified and restructured interaction types will be used to
extract and visualise compound-protein relationships in an
automated way.

Conclusion
The CoRS search engine will reveal compound-protein relationships out of
millions of abstracts by classifiying their type of interaction like induction,
activation, inhibition, etc. This is possible by applying machine learning
approaches adapted to the field of computer linguistics on sentences with tagged
compounds, proteins, and interaction-phrases.
The system will support scientists working in the field of drug discovery, e.g. with
suggestions for new interactions based on similarity screenings as shown in
figure 3.
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